POORLY-MANAGED ECOTOURISM: RISK FACTOR FOR TRANSMISSION OF MDR BACTERIA FROM NON-HUMAN PRIMATES?
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Nature-based tourism has become the fastest growing economic sector in Malaysia. Many ecotourism sites allow for close human-animal interaction (HAI), lacking educated supervision and awareness of potential health risks. Non-human primates (NHPs) are of particular interest in this HAI having served as reservoir for more than 70 zoonotic diseases to humans. Ecotourism sites encourage direct contact with the NHPs, which increases the risk of cross-species transmission of infections. It has been recently discovered that methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), once thought to be clinically-originated, is community-acquired from non-clinical settings. This may apply not only to MRSA but also to other antimicrobial resistant (AMR) bacteria such as Enterococcus sp and Escherichia coli. This study was carried out to investigate if the NHP-human interaction poses a risk in transmitting zoonotic pathogens based on microbiological data and to establish if a relationship exists between AMR carriage and host species microbiome. From our study, humans were found to harbor higher levels of AMR suggesting a higher possibility of arthropozoonosis. Higher load of AMR was correlated to a less diverse gut microbiome and vice versa. Despite the initial focus of ecotourism intended for conservation, AMR spread can be minimised if proper regulatory guidelines are set via awareness programmes to staff, tourists and locals in addition to incorporation of these information into brochures and marketing materials.
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